Finished quilt size: 58" x 76"
Fabric Requirements
3\(\frac{1}{3}\) yards Michele-C5563 Ice
1/2 yard Michele-C5564 Storm
1/2 yard Michele-C5562 Gray
1/4 yard Michele-C5558 Smoke
1/4 yard Michele-C5555 Cloud
1/4 yard Michele-C5558 Ash
1/2 yard Michele-C5563 Mink
1\(\frac{1}{2}\) yard Michele-C5560 Slate
4\(\frac{2}{3}\) yards XOXO backing fabric of your choice
66” x 84” batting

Cutting
For easier assembly, label the pieces A-H as you cut them.

From Michele-C5563 Ice (A):
• Cut forty-eight Template A.

From Michele-C5564 Storm (B):
• Cut twelve Template B.

From both Michele-C5562 Gray (C) and Michele-C5563 Mink (G):
• Cut eight Template B.

From each of Michele-C5558 Smoke (D) and Michele-C5558 Ash (F):
• Cut two Template B with the template face up, and two with the template face down, keeping the stripes aligned with the same template lower edge.

From Michele-C5555 Cloud (E):
• Cut four Template B.

From Michele-C5560 Slate (H):
• Cut eight Template B.
• Cut seven 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)“ x WOF border strips.
• Cut seven 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)“ x WOF strips for binding.

Block Construction
All seam allowances are 1/4” and pieces are sewn right sides together.

1. Using a C5563 Ice Template A and a C5564 Storm Template B (figure 1), fold both sections in half and finger-press to find the centers. Matching the centers and the ends, pin the pieces right sides together (figure 2).

![Fig. 1](image1)
![Fig. 2](image2)

Carefully stitch around the curve, easing the fullness. Press the seam allowances toward the Template B piece. Make a total of twelve blocks, each measuring 9\(\frac{1}{2}\)“ square (figure 3).

![Fig. 3](image3)

Make 12.

2. Repeat step 1 with the remaining C5563 Ice Template A pieces and the other Template B pieces (figure 4). Make a total of forty-eight blocks.

![Fig. 4](image4)

Make 8.
Make 4.
Make 4.
Quilt Top Assembly

3. Following the Quilt Assembly Diagram for orientation and color placement, lay out eight rows of six blocks each. Number the rows for easier assembly.

4. Sew the blocks together in each row, matching adjacent seams. Press the seams of adjacent rows in alternating directions.

5. Sew the rows together in numerical order, matching adjacent seams. Press the seam allowances in one direction.

6. Sew the C5560 Slate 2 1/4" x WOF border strips together end to end using diagonal seams. Measure the quilt top width through the center and cut two strips that length from the pieced strip. Sew one strip to the top and the other strip to the bottom of the quilt top. Press seam allowances toward the borders.

Quilt Assembly Diagram

*All background pieces use A.

This square should measure 1" x 1" when printed.
7. Measure the quilt top length through the center. Cut two strips that length from the pieced border strip. Sew one strip to each side of the quilt top. Press the seam allowances toward the borders.

**Finishing**

8. Layer the quilt top, batting and backing, and quilt as desired.

9. Stitch the binding strips together end to end using diagonal seams. Fold and press the resulting long strip in half lengthwise with wrong sides together. Stitch to the quilt front, matching raw edges and mitering the corners.

10. Fold the binding to the quilt underside and hand-stitch the folded edge to the quilt back.

This square should measure 1" x 1" when printed.
This square should measure 1" x 1" when printed.